לזכר גיורא צחור

2019 ROUTES

We are excited and thrilled to announce the 2019 routes for Migdal Epic Israel.
We are happy to share with you that this year - we fulfilled all of our dreams and desires in designing the
4 stages.
After studying the terrain, we found out amazing monuments, archeology sights and old fortified walls,
which will all be woven into the stages. The beautiful trails, genius built single tracks, Mediterranean
views left us without any breaths.
After months of planning and designing, we are proud to announce – the job is DONE! All the nature
reserves, single tracks, and shore lines are exactly what we had envisioned. We are waiting anxiously
that YOU will come and experience it for yourselves.
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This year, for the first time in Migdal Epic Israel, riders would jump to an "Historical Prologue". Both
because of its existence for the first time, but mainly because of riding in the inner circles of the Old City
of Akko, in sites that were above 300 years, alongside cannons that have been standing since Napoleon's
siege of Acre.
After the riders will launch themselves from the TT Ramp, the route will take the riders south-east,
on a flat track between orchards, up to the entrance of Acre city. From there they will ride along the
boardwalk, climb on one of the sites that were preserved in their entirety in a short steep climb, which
may force some riders hike a bike for a few meters.
After another short urban ride, the riders will once again meet the shores of the Mediterranean Sea and
go north from there up to their return to the race village in Mate Asher Regional Council.
The Prologue track is expected to be fast, and the riders will have an exceptional riding experience that
will be engraved in their memories for many years.
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The QUEEN STAGE of the Crusaders Galilee Edition.
This Stage in which the word “beauty” will be a recurring motive, would yet be unable to
describe his real beautifulness. Our breath was taken away several time from the nature’s glory
and its power.
The 1st stage is probably the toughest among the other stages this year and some would think
the most beautiful. This particular stage is both the King & Queen of Stages!
A three kilometers rolling start will take the riders towards the Ga'aton Wadi, through a number
of banana plantation which defines the area, and from there will lead them to an area where
for the first time they will meet the classic Galilee trails, not a long section (about 4 km) but
noticeable in his “rolling hills” paths where medium-sized stones are intertwined on brown soil.
This segment, will make the full suspension bike owner to appreciate the engineers who
invented it. In the end of this wakening and shaking section (in the 22nd km), the riders will
enter a famous single track in an area that will take them to one of the beautiful scenic trails in
our country and along a stunning scenery in its beauty.
This beauty of course will not come without a "price". This path will continue to gain altitude to
the highest point of the day at about 40th km mark. From there, after a short ride on asphalt,
the arrows will guide the riders to a winding, wooded path, that will gain and lose height
alternatively. Most of it is hidden in dense vegetation that will open from time to time a
window that will reveal a series of hills in a variety of unique green colors, a combination of
oaks and an Israeli grove, and in the background the view of the Mediterranean Sea.
Another highlight of the day will be felt in the 65th km in which riders will start their way
back towards the race village through one of the most beautiful nature reserves in the
Western Galilee, and from there, through another visit in a single track, they would return
to the race village into a cheering crowd and a glass of Jame's Cool Beer.
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Has anyone said mountain biking?!
Do not let the facts confuse you, objects in the mirror & epics are harder than they appear.
A flat start south along the stunning aqueduct will lead the riders through flatish open
farmlands for about 25 km, make sure you purchased a ticket for the “right train".
After a road crossing, they will enter a gravel road that will take the riders to the heart of XCO
racing forest where they will meet a rewarding single track built for about 14 km, however the
ticket to the amusement park of nature must be first acquired in a rise to a height peak.
And then, a delightful single, flowing and alive that will put a smile on each rider's face and will
fill up the battery to all that is to come ☺.
Then they will face a few more kilometers, with some steep downhill sections that will test the
rider's judgement of controlling the speed and using the brakes.
The last few KM riders will ride through planted pine trees combined with romantic home
vineyards and modern agriculture mixed with deep ancient routes of more than 200 years old
olive trees, all of these can imply about the complexity and the amazingness of the Israeli
human puzzle and everyday life.
From there, after a hard and tough climb of about 2 km, part of which riders would need to
walk, we will have another break in a Classic KKL Forest and single tracks built up and down for
an additional 7 km.
And from there quite similar on the opposite direction of the routes that started the day riders
will "fly low" back to the race village to the end of the third day of the Crusaders Galilee Edition.
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Dessert! Icing on the cake! Last but not least! We kept the good to the end! All the clichés are right for
this last stage.
We decided to call it the Princess Stage, beautiful, spoiled smart and sassy filling the heart with
energy, happiness and joy.
A flat start northward between avocado and banana plantations will take the riders to one of
the most beautiful coastal strips existed, and from there, with a short climb to a spectacular
view of the Mediterranean Sea.
A happy farewell from the asphalt will lead the riders to gravel roads and to the entrance of a
magnificent and luxurious single tracks sequence genius built with steep slopes that will test
what is left in the riders' legs.
Low roller coaster tracks will compensate for any sore muscle, all of which will be the main
course of the last stage of Migdal Epic Israel.
Exciting, historical and hysterical, the hair is rising.
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Good luck to all of us, safe and effective training!
At your service is the Migdal Epic Israel team.
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